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Great Big Gobs…
People accuse me of not liking horror fiction.  I do maintain that illusion.  I prefer science fiction over 
fantasy and fantasy over horror.  Or, at least, I have been convinced by the categories of others.  Truth 
is, I care nothing for those categories and wish we could return to a more generous age when taxonomy 
was left to scientific fields where phylum, genus and species were put to good effect.  Truth is, I love 
speculative fiction in every guise and consider all fiction part of that amorphous classification.  So, let’s 
talk about the nominal category called horror.
I often show dissatisfaction when talking about horror as a genre.  So what is it turns me off? How do I 
dislike thee, let me count the ways?
A description of a bleeding set of intestines full of puss and piss spilling out of a victim of “Old Razor 
Head”, or a decapitation with a chain saw by a disgruntled country hulk, or a butcher knife chopping the 

middle out of a teen at the old swimmin’ hole wielded by somebody’s cousin who lost his wisdom teeth on Halloween fifteen 
years ago, doesn’t horrify me.  It  may disgust me, but I often find the same bland old patter tedious and uninteresting.  
Stephen King wrote in some preface or article somewhere, when he couldn’t scare the pants off us, he would be glad to gross 
us out.  Too bad so many admire his stance and take his stand.  We all are ax murderers somewhere in our psyches.  We all 
have nightmares that are far more personal and far more horrifying than are in your Grand Guignol.

Horror is often described as ritual and catharsis.  I’m on board with these notions.  Ritual can lead us into the dark wood,
important for us to travel so we can become whole.  Catharsis can bring health.  The best writers lead us to positions on the 
precipice of psychic danger and can act as guides, like Virgil, a poet who leads Dante, another poet, who leads us, poets all, 
through the Inferno.  Ultimately we must leave our escorts behind and journey on our own.  The function of all art is to set us 
in directions hard for us to countenance.  Don’t be fooled greasy guts, it can be a start, but it must go further.  Write the 
substance spare on the trappings.

Like to have the popcorn scared out of the box on a Saturday night at the Biograph? It’s not my preferred entertainment, 
but I can understand the allure.  I can name on a couple of hands the horror films that have thrilled me and on several fingers 
those that have furthered me.  The literature of horror, to my mind, has a much better history.  I would need my feet and the 
digits of several friends to count the “hits.”

I’d like to believe behind this sagging sack of skin, under this forever fevered skull and bag of bones, lies an intellect 
which strives to understand the various ways of the cosmos.  It is a struggle.  It can be a horror.  I’m looking for the triumph.
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Editor’s note:  The strangely linear layout of this month’s issue is the result of an OS 
upgrade that broke my page layout software.  I had to whip something together and this 
sad scrolling affair is the result.  Rest assured this situation is only temporary. 
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October 17th Parsec Young Adult Lecture and Workshop 
a Huge Success! 

Maggie Stiefvater was sensational!
Under the guise of telling the story or her life she held the two hundred strong audience at CMU’s McConomy 

Auditorium for an hour and a half with charm, wit, and sheer storytelling virtuosity that managed to help us all understand 
what it is to write, what it is to live, what it is to suffer and what it is to cry and what it is to laugh.

I’m not sure what you were doing Saturday, October 17, 2015 at 2 PM, but I will make a guess that in most cases it was 
pale in comparison.

The workshop beforehand at 11:00 AM by Rachel Grinti about finding your voice in story, was great fun and a great help 
in gaining an understanding of story formation through dialog.

Very few Parsec members attended. 
I know you are all busy.  I know that life has a nasty way of intervening.  If you were on the edge of attending, I hope I 

can give you a push to experience the next lecture and workshop.  If it seemed of no interest to you, I urge you to consider 
what is happening at the organization that you have taken the time to join.  A feast is being prepared for you.  It is rich and 
full of all of the values stated in the nonprofit by-laws of Parsec, Inc.  Go  the website www.parsec-ff.org; run your fingers 
through the organizational “party of the first part” gobbledygook and read the Mission Statement.

I grumble each time I have to leave the house on the weekend.  I am the lucky one to have someone to prod me and push 
me out the door.  Other people have a tiring array of weekend duties and activities, at times a joy and at others a burden, so 
that another event in a mighty event filled life can seem overwhelming.  Some live far enough away that a trip to the Oakland 
section of Pittsburgh will give you the shivering fits.  Hard as it is to believe, in the case of Parsec events, it is worth the 
effort.

So what were you doing? You missed something, thanks to the efforts of Diane Turnshek, the thoughtfulness of Rachel 
Grinti, the brilliance of Maggie Stiefvater, that was filled with wonder.  Filled with the stuff that we have to travel long and 
hard through the tedium of life to find.  Just the thing that made us interested in science fiction and fantasy to begin with.

See you next time at the Young Adult Lecture Series and Workshop, at Confluence and at the monthly Parsec meetings.  
If you haven’t partaken of our feast in a while, the nourishment of your imagination can use a boost.

Joe Coluccio
President
Parsec

October 2015 Minutes 
by Secretary William Blake Hall 

The meeting was held on October 3rd, the first Saturday rather than the second, so that President Joe could expedite the 
appearance of our three speakers.  Joe discovered that Dean, a Lackzoom Acidophilus alumnus he was counting on for 
technical support, didn’t know the meeting was today, but Dean did quickly come over from the South Side when Joe called.  
(And remember, Dean, Fiend Without a Face is only 74 minutes long and available on YouTube.)

Mary Soon Lee has sold many poems, to Star Line and elsewhere.  In fact, she read for us her “Hero” and “Vengeance.”  
Kira continues to sell Parsec T-shirts.  Greg’s survey of the Parsec library turned up The Martian, Under the Dome, Thomas 
Sweterlitsch’s Tomorrow and Tomorrow, our own Christine Meierz’s just-released space-operatic Farryn’s War, a recent issue 
of Foreign Affairs with a cover story on robots, and other titles.

Officer nominations were: Joe for President, me for Secretary (what do you know, 2016 would be my tenth year), Greg 
for Treasurer, and Professor Graham for Commentator.  WE DO NOT YET HAVE A NOMINEE FOR VICE-PRESIDENT.   
(ed. note: Bonnie Funk has since agreed to run.) Mary won the raffle, which raised $21, and she selected an overview of SF 
with lots of poster art called Out of This World.

Joe went over our corporate mission statement: that we’re here to appreciate, and get out the word about, the richness of 
speculative fiction in literature, art, and music, and to provide an environment for the exploration of science, science fiction, 
and ideas in general.  Seizing upon that “exploration” part, he got together our three speakers, each of whom we have had 
occasion to meet before.  There was of course Thomas Sweterlitsch – introduced as “Swedishfish” – the author of Tomorrow 
and Tomorrow, Josh Raulerson, a local contributor to NPR with his own podcasts known as Nanograms, and Lawrence C.  
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Connolly, a familiar fixture and writer of long standing who tends to get described as “horror” while considering himself to be 
simply spec-fic.  Joe posed to all of us the subject of change and obliged our speakers to comment on it.

These open-ended casting-about kinds of meetings are frankly hard to follow, but I tried anyway.  President Joe (PJ) 
opened with a safe rhetorical question (I thought) somewhere along the lines of “Is there change?”  Josh Raulerson (JR) 
kicked off by saying that on one extreme we get assured of a Kurzweil singularity, the rise of our cybersphere to omniscience 
and miraculous power, while on the other hand we grapple with dystopia.  PJ then pressed a (I thought) no less safe question 
of whether things are accelerating.  Lawrence C. Connolly (LCC) raised the cautionary tale of Google Glass, of how it 
“ought” to have caught on and yet people flinched at the idea of being openly ogled.  If the principle of Google Glass were 
made subtler, like a contact lens, LCC offered, we might then go along with it.  At this point our own Kevin Hayes (Kevin H) 
said that such cyborgization of human senses was to be found in Sweterlitsch’s Tomorrow and Tomorrow, in an Archive 
recreating Pittsburgh.  Thomas Sweterlitsch (TS) spoke up to recommend a British series on Netflix, set in the near future and 
employing dark satire, called Black Mirror.  Keith Heston (Keith H) mentioned teleconferencing.

LCC then wondered if, in a world of 3D printing and such, we might arrive at an end of creativity, in the sense of 
handicrafts.  Some among us suggested that weaving and other such work by hand might valiantly continue.  Here I (I) leapt 
in to suggest that creativity was already under siege, what with Hollywood’s “sequelitis,” but I then touched on something 
that had been bugging me.  PJ’s “acceleration” question suggested that we might be in an age of “knowledge amplification,” 
but I’m not so sure.  Knowledge, after all, comes from disciplined study of an objective reality.  It seemed more to me that 
one might speak of “data amplification,” and not in the pursuit of knowledge, but personal dogma.  TS seemed to agree with 
me, speaking of a “monetized echo chamber,” a market for providing someone with their own universe of non-challenging 
information and theory.  He noted that in Fahrenheit 451, there’s still a culture of sorts, but it exists at the expense of burning 
up the old one.  JR interceded to note that we may be seeing a “politics of physics,” physical theories of the universe 
matching personal beliefs.

Somehow this led to LCC noting that in New York City, people had been long trained to look miles down a street, 
whereas now their noses are buried in their phones.  There’s even been a recent cartoon in which commuters gazing into their 
phones are accused of using depersonalizing technology, but in the next frame we see a far older picture of commuters with 
their noses buried in their newspapers.  LCC summed this up as “new ways not to talk to each other.”

As we speculated, in a manner perhaps worthy of Brisco County, Jr., on a Next Big Thing, LCC wondered whether a 
complete person can be stored as computer memory, which reminded me not only of the problems of the Star Trek transporter 
but the classic Outer Limits  episode “Demon With a Glass Hand.”  JR said that it  has already arrived and continues to 
determine much of our fate: the car.  Somehow Paolo Bacigalupi’s The Water Knife came up.

That was about it, shooting the breeze, though it was a somewhat more rarefied breeze than usual, and that was the 
meeting.  2015 is dwindling as surely as Jupiter’s Great Red Spot.  I Have Met Defoe And He Is I.

Book Reviews 
by Mary Soon Lee 

–Shards of Time, by Lynn Flewelling
     This is the seventh book in the fantasy Nightrunner series. The plot was grim, but the book was a pleasure, which I think is 
because of the friendship between the characters: they suffer and struggle, but they care about each other. In the author’s 
afterword, however, came a terrible disappointment. This is the final book in the series, at least for the foreseeable future. 
Alas, alas, alas. 5 out of 5 stars
–The Bone Doll’s Twin,” by Lynn Flewelling
     The first book in a dark fantasy trilogy set in the same world as Flewelling’s Nightrunner series. I liked this, but didn’t 
love it the way I did the Nightrunner books. The central idea is compelling and distinctive, and there are likable characters 
that I cared about it. Yet parts of this felt overly drawn-out, plus the section set at court felt overly familiar from other stories. 
My favorite aspect was the friendship between Ki and Tobin. 4 out of 5 stars.
–Hidden Warrior, by Lynn Flewelling
     This is the second book in the trilogy that began with The Bone Doll’s Twin. I liked this primarily because I cared about 
the characters, but the pacing felt slow at times. I am interested in the exploration of gender that this trilogy opens up, and 
also in the larger question of the portrayal of women in heroic fantasy, especially as soldiers. (Lynn Flewelling’s books 
repeatedly show women soldiers, as do Elizabeth Moon’s fantasy books.) 4 out of 5 stars.
–The Wee Free Men, by Terry Pratchett
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     Funny, clever, and original with a wonderful nine-year-old heroine, and an excellent supporting cast that includes the 
heroine’s entirely marvelous grandmother and the eponymous Wee Free Men. I enjoyed this. At times, I loved it. But, for me, 
it lacked page-turning urgency: I wasn’t fully swept up in the story.  4 out of 5 stars
–Ship of Magic, by Robin Hobb
      This is the first book in the Liveship Traders fantasy trilogy. The characters didn’t hold my attention as well as the 
characters in Hobb’s Farseer trilogy. Elements of the plot felt labored: perhaps the book’s 800 pages could have been 
condensed to 500 pages. On the plus side: the idea of the liveships is unusual and appealing; I liked the nautical sections; I 
liked the way that one of the least admirable characters ended up achieving more good than the “good” characters (and indeed 
I found that character the most entertaining to read about).  3 out of 5 stars
–Throne of the Crescent Moon, by Saladin Ahmed
     A fantasy book set in an imaginary city with an Arabian flavor. The setting was my favorite part of the book, closely 
followed by the character of Doctor Adoulla, a fat and tired man of about sixty, who would rather be sipping tea than fighting 
ghouls. The book switches between various point-of-view characters, and I wanted to empathize with the two youngest of 
these more than I actually did. They were admirable, but not quite real to me. 4 out of 5 stars.
–The Devil’s Horsemen: The Mongol Invasion of Europe, by James Chambers
     Though at times too densely packed with information to be easily digestible (at least by me), this is a good reference work 
on the Mongols. I found myself highlighting detail after detail, including such tidbits as “Inalchuk was sent to Chingis Khan’s 
headquarters, where molten silver was poured into his eyes and ears until he died” and “there was a whole period in Chinese 
art when all the statues and paintings were of horses, since the Mongol patrons desired nothing else” and “After the battle the 
Mongols recorded the number of enemy dead by cutting an ear from every body and collecting them into nine large sacks 
which they sent to Batu.”  4 out of 5 stars.
–A Betrayal in Winter, by Daniel Abraham
    This is the second book in Abraham’s Long Price Quartet and, as with the first book, it is very well-written and 
atmospheric, with an unusual and compelling fantasy concept in the andat. The arc of the plot was somewhat predictable, but 
nonetheless both compelling and satisfying. I very much like the character of Otah, who was also in the first book of the 
quartet, and am hoping he returns in book three. This is a book that lifted me into its world, and I loved that. 4 out of 5 stars.
–The Book of Answers, by Herb Kauderer
    This is a chapbook of answer poems: poems written in response to another poet’s work. By turns humorous, honest, 
strange, these poems moved me and delighted me. They are also very quotable. For instance there are two lines from “there 
are moments after sex”’ that go “sometimes after sex I think//of vacuuming the car” (the whole poem is highly quotable). Or 
from “blissful ignorance” there is: “what//could be better//than to be a cow//on a sunny morning in June ... standing//with a 
small herd of family//knee-deep in food”.  And from “Jennifer’s World” there’s “while a child looks up//into an altitude of 
grown-ups.” 4 out of 5 stars.
–The Doors of the Body, by Mary Alexandra Agner
    This is a poetry chapbook about women, often women from story or mythology, their lives reimagined. All but three of the 
poems are narrated in the first-person by women ranging from Helen of Troy, to Irene Adler, to Gretel. The poems are slanted, 
clever--sometimes too clever for me--and beautifully phrased. I admire most of them more than I like them, but there were 
two that I loved: “Sleeping Beauty” and “The Harvest I Desire.” 3 out of 5 stars.
–Your Cat & Other Space Aliens, by Mary Turzillo
     Usually when I read poetry books--even poetry books by authors that I like--there are poems that I dislike and others to 
which I am indifferent. But this poetry book is deficient in poor poems. I like them all, whether weird and funny (“More Ways 
To Tell If your Cat Is a Space Alien”), or weird and upsetting (“Tiptree”), or weird and surreal (“Boxworld”), or hardly weird 
at all (“Things”). The plethora of cat references especially pleased me. One of my cats is lying beside me as I type this, and 
no doubt would rather I refrained from sharing these lines from “Thirteen Ways of Looking at a Blackbird Looking at a Black 
Cat” - “Oh plump women of Pasadena,//do you not see the stalking of birds//in the slinking of cats against your ankles?” 4 
out of 5 stars.

The Martian (The Novel) 
reviewed by William Blake Hall

Just a few months ago Bill Watt treated us to his presentation on the overlap between science fiction and the Western.  
Reflecting on that, I said I looked forward to a whole new narrative growing not out of Earthbound parallels or metaphors of 
space but the reality of space itself, and I suggested calling that “the Outern.”  Andy Weir’s The Martian may well be our first 
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Outern.  While it  feels far more like an exercise in problem-solving than particularly great writing, it  may mark a dim 
beginning of at last writing about the final frontier on its own terms.

I find it useful to start backwards and begin with the novel’s end matter, where Weir gets to talk about himself.  Weir grew 
up immersed in his father’s vast collection of classic SF: Heinlein, Clarke, Asimov, all that, with 
Heinlein’s Tunnel in the Sky a favorite.  Pose to him the choice Star Wars or Star Trek, he goes 
with Doctor Who.  I was particularly impressed by his choice of the one astronaut he’d want to 
meet: “John Young.  He is the quintessential astronaut.”  Yes!  Two Gemini missions, two Apollo 
missions, walked on the moon (and set a speed record with the Lunar Rover), commanded the first 
Space Shuttle launch – Young is The Man.
Understanding Weir is important, I think, because this began not even as a proper book but more 
as a software engineer’s hobby.  Weir had already tried writing two books and considered those 
failures.  (Oh, I can relate.)  Then, attempting this story, Weir learned that “Science creates plot!”  
This first appeared as a free serial novel appearing one chapter at a time on his website.  Readers 
gave him feedback and bugged him to sell it to Amazon and get it onto their Kindles.  Suddenly it 
was  an  Amazon  bestseller,  and  he  got  further  feedback  from  astronauts,  Mission  Control 
technicians, chemists, physicists, geologists, and that feedback further improved the final edition.  

Weir found himself prodded and guided into writing a bestseller.  I ought to hate him.
“The Martian” is of course about botanist Mark Watney, Weir’s braver smarter alter ego, imbued 

with Weir’s brand of smart-ass humor.  (As much as Watney resents Commander Lewis for enjoying Seventies TV, it’s really 
Weir himself he needs to blame.)  On the Martian surface, a powerful storm threatens the crew of Ares 3, and Lewis decides 
to end the mission.  The crew blasts off – but without Watney, who was struck by a dish antenna in the storm and is lost and 
presumed dead.  Watney wakes up, wounded and stranded.  Ares 4 is due to arrive, but that’s four years away.  What to do, 
what to do?  Plenty, of course.  There’s a lot of materiel left behind to use and cannibalize as 
Watney works his way MacGyver-style through one problem after another.  Watney proclaims 
“In your face, Neil Armstrong,” but he might as well say “In your face, Jim Lovell,” because 
Apollo 13 comes nowhere near the complexity of his crisis.

Minuses?  I was never fully persuaded I was on Mars.  Wouldn’t a world with three-eighths 
our gravity feel very different much of the time?  Watney’s a funny guy and he’s got a lot to 
worry about and work on, I get all that – but he covers so much of Mars and barely remarks on 
it?  And he never once tries to pick out a certain blue dot in the sky?  Also, his humor tends to 
fail,  while NASA Administrator Teddy Sanders seems to act coldly just to jack up conflict.  
Pluses?  It’s a compelling, even inspiring read, and I got a bit misty-eyed by the end.

(While I’m heaping criticism, I must confess: I’m an amateur names freak, and the choice 
of the name Watney grated on me.  I think I get what Weir was shooting for – a sharp crisp 
sound, yet dorky and nerdish – but my problem is that “Watney” is very rare, evidently an 
Anglicization of  Norwegian Watne.   Weir  might  as  well  have gone with the very common 
Japanese surname Watanabe.  An alternative could have been, say, Putney or Watford – or even 
something like Keegan, because if your hero is going to survive on potatoes, he might as well be Irish.)

I like to think that, if a manned Mars mission ever becomes a reality, some of the careful fine-tuning of that may be owed 
to this very book.  Weir has followed his bliss (yes, Joe, someone reads your capsules after all) and has given bliss to others.  
His favorite fan mail is the kind that begins “Normally, I  don’t read science fiction, but ...   “  In your face, Robert A.  
Heinlein.

Ridley’s Believe it or Not 
The Martian (The Movie): 
reviewed by William Blake Hall 

Andy Weir’s The Martian cries out for a movie, and not because That’s The Thing We Just Do.  As involving as it is, I 
find that it becomes so thick with technical minutiae that I begin to miss out on getting a tactile, even visual purchase on what 
is getting solved and achieved.  The director it cries out for would appear to be Ridley Scott, who has been a god of SF 
cinema ever since Alien and Blade Runner.  Yet as I watched The Martian I had to wonder: which Ridley Scott are we 
getting?  The one who gave us the emotional thrill ride of Thelma and Louise?  Or the one behind a grand and somber epic 
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like Gladiator?  2001’s Hannibal impresses me as marking Scott’s last great dash of color and spark, while all his work since 
then seems to have failed to be greatly embraced or even well remembered.  I felt fidgety watching The Martian, wondering if 
other directors would have done worse.  Ron Howard?  Clint Eastwood?  James Cameron?  Spielberg himself?  The Martian 
is the odyssey of a smart-ass and a love letter to the power of science.  Does 21st Century Scott successfully convey that?

I’d say partially.  We begin, grippingly enough, with the storm that strands botanist Mark Watney (Matt Damon) on Mars, 
a scene that was not shown until deep into the book.  Soon we were in a shelter called the Hab, and suddenly I didn’t feel so 
bad.  The Hab, and the spaceship that first came to Mars, are downright palatial by modern standards.  Nor did I sense 
particularly unusual gravity.  (I recall how in these pages a failure to suggest Mars gravity got thrown in as one extra slam 
against 1990’s Total Recall – but frankly I don’t recall the issue ever getting dealt with at all, anywhere, apart from a few 
token minutes in John Carter.)

Damon is adequate to the challenges of being Watney, much as he was adequate to the challenges of Elysium.  Scott plays 
down the Seventies TV to almost zero but amps up the disco, which at least permits us the line “No, I will not turn the beat 
around, I refuse.”  The movie occasionally “gets” Watney.  The other characters, 
dealing with trying to rescue him, I’m not so sure of.  Case in point: I think the 
reaction of NASA’s PR woman (Kristen Wiig) to learning that a secret meeting is 
being code named Elrond is much better as it was originally in the book than it 
comes off in the movie.  Casting morphs top Project Ares scientist Venkat Kapoor 
into Vincent Kapoor (Chiwetel Ejiofor), and I always imagined assigned Watney-
watcher Mindy Park (Mackenzie Davis) as Korean-American.

Perversely, the movie manages to make NASA Administrator Teddy Stevens 
(Jeff Daniels) an even more maddening and impenetrable cipher than the book did.  
Daniels relies heavily on his patented “I am so thoroughly fed up with 99% of 
existence” style of performance, which served him so well as Will McAvoy on The 
Newsroom, while here it just makes me want to reach out and slap some life into 
him.  In fact, that’s a problem in general: the movie hands us good guys, even from 
China, yet somehow I couldn’t quite warm to them.

One excellent casting coup was Jessica Chastain as Commander Lewis.  I’ve 
loved Chastain since she played the mystery woman “Maya” who tracks down 
Osama bin Laden in Zero Dark Thirty (I prefer to judiciously forget Interstellar), and here she gets to play a “steely-eyed 
missile man,” to borrow a phrase from elsewhere in this story.  The movie messes with the ending, but only slightly, in a way 
that seems to try to recall 2013’s Gravity – however, I loved Gravity, and more to the point the new scene permits a pleasant 
closure between Watney and Lewis, the commander who’s been beating herself up ever since she had to abandon him.  I also 
appreciated Sean Bean, though I somehow kept weirdly imagining an ever-intense Liam Neeson in his role.

It’s a useful complement to the book, but it really does help to read the thing as well, and as I say it is very readable.  
Perhaps this will go down in SF cinema much as we now remember 1950’s Destination Moon – in fact, both movies even 
manage to have a “We’ve got to strip this vehicle down to its barest bones” subplot.  Frankly, though, I feel inspired in ways 
beyond space.  I look around at how Mark-Watney-like my own life is, and if I do say so, I need to return to Earth.  A tough 
century lies ahead of us, in which all of us may be asked to embrace some of the ethic of the astronaut survivalist.  Some, I 
hope, will turn on to this the way that budding new generations of engineers once turned on to Star Trek.  For me, The 
Martian is metaphor.  We’ve learned how to live on Mars.  How now do we live on Earth?

Brief Bio:  C. L. Moore 
by Eric Leif Davin 

C. (Catherine) L. (Lucille) Moore, (1911-1987):  Before there was Xena, the Warrior Princess, there was Jirel of Joiry, 
Catherine Lucille Moore’s 1934 creation in the Weird Tales story, “Black God’s Kiss.”  Thus, Moore launched the first series 
of sword-and-sorcery stories to feature a female protagonist.   Other immensely popular tales of the warrior queen soon 
followed in Weird Tales, including “Black God’s Shadow” (1934), “Jirel Meets Magic” (1935), “The Dark Land” (1936), 
“Quest of the Starstone” (1937), and “Hellsgarde” (1939).  

Born in Indianapolis, Moore was the daughter of a tool and machine designer and manufacturer.  Because of ill health, 
she was home educated until the fifth grade by her mother and tutors.  After high school she studied for a year and a half at 
Indiana University before the financial pressures of the Great Depression forced her to leave.  
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She was working in an Indianapolis bank as a typist when she made her impressive genre debut with “Shambleau” for 
Weird Tales in 1933.  She published it using only her initials in order to conceal her involvement in pulp magazines from her 

employer.  “Shambleau” is perhaps her most famous story.  It is a tale of a seductive Medusa-
like alien and was extremely erotic for the field at that time.  She quickly became one of the 
foremost writers in Weird Tales and proved just as popular in science fiction when she debuted 
in Astounding in 1934.  Despite her flourishing genre career, she continued working at the bank 
until she married fellow fantasy and science fiction author Henry Kuttner (1915-1958) in 1940.  
By  the  time  of  their  marriage,  Moore  had  worked  her  way up  to  secretary  to  the  bank’s 
president.
Although prolific as a  solo artist  throughout  the Thirties,  publication under her  own name 
decreased greatly after her marriage to Kuttner.  Thereafter, much of the work of both was of a 
collaborative nature, with it being extremely difficult to discern who wrote what.  Moore once 
said that, “I felt my contribution was in terms of characterization.  I brought a certain texture of 
sensory detail to our characters, which didn’t particularly interest Hank.  He had a rather terse 
style [and] dealt with visual externals more than I did.  I dealt more with inner feelings.”  
They were so prolific as a team that they wrote under 17 joint pseudonyms, such as “Lawrence 
O’Donnell,” “Keith Hammond,” and “Hudson Hastings.”  But the most famous of their pen 

names, by far, was “Lewis Padgett,” who became a mainstay at Astounding during World War II and famous and popular in 
“his” own right.  Indeed, one 1943 Padgett story, “Mimsy Were the Borogroves,” is included in the Science Fiction Hall of 
Fame.  Another story by O’Donnell, “Vintage Season” (1946), is now credited to Moore alone and is also in the Science 
Fiction Hall of Fame.  It was filmed in 1992 as Grand Tour: Disaster in Time, an excellent made-for-cable movie starring Jeff 
Daniels.

After their marriage and a brief stint by Kuttner in the Army during World War II, they lived in New York.  In the late 
Forties they moved to Los Angeles.  In 1950 they jointly enrolled at the University of Southern California, where they 
eventually graduated (Moore in 1956) with high honors and as members of the scholastic honor society, Phi Beta Kappa.  The 
next year, 1957, Moore published her last solo SF novel, Doomsday Morning.  Both she and Kuttner taught creative writing at 
USC, with Moore continuing to do so after Kuttner’s sudden death of a heart attack in 1958 at age 43.  

In the late Fifties they moved into the mystery field and published several joint mystery-suspense novels, becoming joint 
vice-presidents of the West Coast chapter of the Mystery Writers of America.  This led to them being hired as screenwriters 
by Warner Brothers.  There they conceived the idea for a new Warner Brothers TV Western called “Sugarfoot.”  It was a 
traditional Western with plenty of action, but with a light humorous touch that distinguished it from the crowd.  It aired from 
1957-1961 and centered around a correspondence school law student who was so inept as a cowboy he was one step below a 
tenderfoot.  After Kuttner’s death, Moore continued writing for “Sugarfoot,” as well as “Maverick,” “77 Sunset Strip,” and 
other popular TV shows.  

In 1963 she married businessman Thomas Reggie and in 1964 earned her M.A.  from USC.  In 1975 Lester del Rey 
edited much of her best work into the appropriately titled collection, The Best of C. L. Moore.   She announced at the Second 
World Fantasy Convention in 1976 that she would begin writing fantasy once more, although she published nothing.  The 
World Fantasy Convention also named her a Grand Master in 1981 for her lifetime achievement in the field.  She began an 
autobiography, but never finished it.  She suffered from Alzheimer’s for many years before her death in 1987.

A Personal Invitation from the Pres. 
When I invite a person to come and talk at a Parsec Monthly meeting, the question posed to me in response is natural 

enough, “What would you like me to present?”
I could answer, “Huhn?” which is what comes to my mind in the moment, but even dull as I am I realize I should have 

something a little more informative ready.
I’m inviting YOU to come and talk at a Parsec meeting in the coming year.  If I am re-elected president, or not, I will 

schedule you with great gusto and joy for one of our upcoming monthly meetings.
“Who,” you say, “me!”
Yeah, buddy, you!
“I thought about it, but I don’t really have much to say.”
Sure you do.  The people I have met who join in our meetings and are involved in our activities are some of the most 

interesting I have ever met.  There is a wealth of experience and expertise in all of you of interest to all of us.
“I don’t have the time.
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So? Who has the time?
Let me tell you what I expect when you come to talk to us, Parsecians.
Talk about your passion.  Love Comic Books?  Rocket Science?  Cosmologies of the Third Century BCE?
Talk about your dreams.  Nightmares.  Daydreams.  Schemes for Intergalactic Harmony.
Talk about your self.  Your feelings.  Your experiences.  Your fulfilling desires.
Talk about the cosmos.  The stars twinkling in the night.  Pocket dimensions.  The nature of time.
Talk about you work.  Your latest novel of the Tribecanopolis Effect.  A treatise on the turn of the worm.  An opera about 

the Singing Pucks of Pluto
There is really nothing outside our mission of promoting Science and Speculative Fiction.  Although you might want to 

temper your desire to discuss the relatively uniform matter between this star system and the next, or doing the dishes, or the 
latest dreadful reality show.  However, if you come up with a unique twist on any of our quotidian agonies spelled out so well 
on the New York Times bestseller list, I might go along with you.

Don’t read your dissertation or short story or the award winning article you wrote for the Journal of the Peripatetic Future 
Cosmologists of Jupiter.  JPFCJ.  Stand up at the front of the room and talk to us.  If you have a PowerPoint presentation, use 
it as an addition to what you are saying, not what you are saying.  Be creative and effusive.  Puns and jokes are anticipated.

That’s it.
So, I expect an avalanche of emails as big as the holly topped bags at Santy’s house on the North Pole in the coming 

months.
president@parsec-sff.org.  That is me.
I’m serious.  We’d love to hear from you.

You Bet Your Planet
By Francis Graham 

Edward Teller was abducted by the saucer more than ten years ago, but he had not aged, and the Zyclearians promised to 
return him to Earth a day after they abducted him, if he won.  His tourguide, Earthling George Adamski, had warned him the 
Zyclearians had casinos in every one of their homes, and loved games of chance.

“Go ahead.  Draw a five digit number in this game,” said Adamski.  “It’s in your favor in every number above 30000.”
“What’s the worst that can happen?” asked Edward.
“Well, if you draw the numbers 00000, 00001, or 00002 , the entire Earth will be destroyed.  Blown to bits.”
“I’ll play!” said Edward.
This fictional story of a UFO abduction of the cold war’s leading American scientist did not really happen, but something 

like it did.  Edward Teller and other nuclear scientists calculated that there were three chances in a million that a fusion chain
reaction would propagate through the Earth’s atmosphere and utterly and completely destroy 
the Earth.  Unlike a conventional nuclear war, it would not be only the biosphere that would 
be turned into smoldering radioactive waste.  If a fusion reaction propagated through the 
atmosphere, the Earth’s crust would be blasted into small fragments like Alderaan in the Star 
Wars.   Yet in spite of these odds which they themselves calculated,  they went ahead and 
constructed  an  atomic  bomb  and  detonated  it  in  July,  1945.   Thus  the  United  States 
government bet the fate of the entire planet, although the odds were enormously favorable 
against  total  destruction,  to  construct  a  weapon of  mass  destruction to  defeat  Japan and 
threaten Soviet expansionism.
There is very little published information from this era on this subject.  The 3 in a million 
figure comes from an anecdote in Bolt, Bruce, 1976, Nuclear Explosions and Earthquakes
Freeman, San Francisco.  There is a single reference in Hans Bethe’s article in The Bulletin 
of the Atomic Scientists 1, 2 in 1946.  In addition, physicist Horace Dudley has written about
this extensively, also in 1986.  But the three in a million odds were too pessimistic and now 

known to be wrong because it was based on wrong assumptions.  
The primary reference for the theory of secondary propagation comes from a much later  

article in Physical Review A, Vol. 20 No. 1, p.316-328, “Necessary Conditions for the Initiation and Propagation of Nuclear 
Detonation Waves in Planet Atmospheres”, by Thomas Weaver and Lowell Wood, 1979.  Such a propagation would require 
first, that the energy per reaction be large enough to initiate a reaction (ignition energy) and that the energy per gram of 
material be sufficient in the nuclear reactive atmospheric material be enough to continue the propagation, requiring enough 
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density in the nuclear reactive atmospheric material.  It turns out, for the most anticipated fusion reaction, 2N14   Si 28, the 
reaction cross section is negligible for energies under 100 MeV ( 1.6 x 10 -11 joules) per nucleus.  Yet in a thermonuclear 
fireball, the highest energy per molecule in the air is 1.4 keV  (2.24 x 10-16 joules).  “The nuclear reaction rate for nitrogen-
nitrogen mixtures is so low at this temperature, that if all the nitrogen and oxygen in the universe were somehow to be 
assembled so that their density was that of the Earth’s atmosphere,” say the authors, “and the entire mixture heated to 1.4 keV 
and maintained in this condition, not one single nitrogen-nitrogen fusion reaction would take place in the lifetime of the 
universe.” 

So the scientists who were at the Trinity countdown and wondered whether they were experiencing their last moments, 
need not have wondered.   Even the “most dangerous” nuclear reaction possibility for the atmosphere, 2! + 2 N14  4! + Ne20 , 
would require a reaction cross section 725 times larger at a temperature of 1.4 keV per molecule.

The data for these reactions comes in part, however, due to experiments and astrophysical observations of pre-supernova 
stars which were not done prior to 1945 nor the time when the first H-bombs were tested in 1952.  So the bomb developers 
took a chance.

The other possibility for planetary destruction of the Earth is by nuclear wave detonation of the oceans.  The lowest 
fusion potential is due to deuterium, or heavy hydrogen, one part in 6000 of the hydrogen in the ocean.  A detonation of an H-
bomb would fail to set  off  a propagating reaction in the oceans by a factor of about a trillion in energy per molecule.  
However, the ability of a nuclear detonation wave to set off a propagating reaction in an ocean is extremely sensitive to 
deuterium content.  As the deuterium content rises to one part in 300, a massively large nuclear blast – 20 million megatons—
will set off a propagating nuclear blast. The deuterium content of extraterrestrial sources can be measured.  Deuterium has a 
spectrum equal to hydrogen except that the Balmer lines are shifted 1.7 Angstroms.  

Measuring the ratio of intensities of the emission lines of the two in the Orion nebula reveal that deuterium there is one 
part in 200.  A planet with that ratio of deuterium in a water ocean would be even easier to blast to smithereens.  It is not out 
of the question that a cold gas giant (cold at the cloudtops) orbiting a red dwarf would have deuterium at the rate of 1 in 10,
since  low  temperatures  critically 
enhance deuterium ratios.  A quite 
ordinary fission bomb detonated in 
that  environment  would  initiate  a 
propagating  nuclear  blast  wave 
and  utterly  destroy  the  planet.  
Weaver and Wood also wonder if a 
fast  meteor  might  also  set  it  off, 
but there is no observation of that 
ever happening.  If it ever did, the 
whole  planet  would  explode  into 
deadly  radioactive  debris.   It 
would  be  like  the  planet  of  the 
Superman  story,  Krypton, 
complete with a red sun.  

I  speculate,  but  have  not  yet 
verified,  that  it  may  still  be 
possible  to  make  a  Strangelovian 
“doomsday  weapon”  that  will 
explode the atmosphere.  The cores 
of  pre-supernova  stars  go  from 
hydrogen  to  helium  fusion,  to 
helium  to  carbon  fusion  (triple 
alpha process) to nitrogen and carbon fusion.  It may be possible to devise a “step up” multistage fusion bomb that would 
ignite the Earth’s atmosphere.  It could only be tested once, and the creator would not be around to know that it worked.  He 
or she would only know if it did not work.

I suppose the most disturbing thing is that so little was known about nitrogen fusion and deuterium ratios in 1952, when 
the first hydrogen bombs were detonated, yet the US government and Russian government were quite willing to place every 
single human being on Earth in a small but not insignificant jeopardy of sudden and instantaneous annihilation.  Granted, we 
were never at risk, but Teller and company and Sakharov and company did not know that.  They made the draw.
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